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Inkwell

I he Award-Winning Voice of Arms trong Atlantic State University

Week of March 23, 2006

DAVID JOHNSON I I nkwell

Sankofa Dance Theater group perfoms for the Women's Conference.

THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE
Women's Studies conference highlights student and faculty research

Jessica Martinez
Staff Writer

The Gender and Women's
Studies Program at Armstrong
Atlantic State University spon
sored its fourth annual confer
ence Thu, Mar. 2 - Sat, Mar. 4
at the DeSoto Hilton Hotel in
downtown Savannah.
Coordinated by Dr. Teresa
Winterhalter, associate profes
sor of English and director of
Gender and Women's Studies
at Armstrong, the conference

examined women's leadership
as "an agent in shaping col
lective values, goals, agendas
and strategies" across a broadbased curriculum of politics,
sports, philanthropy, social
sciences and reform and cre
ative and performing arts.
Panels of students and pro
fessionals presented papers,
investigating the potential of
women as leaders, or explor
ing "the art of the possible."
Keynote speakers of the con

ference included Grace Paley,
Poet Laureate of Vermont
and nominee for this year's
Nobel Peace Prize, and Les
lie King-Hammond, Dean
of Graduate Studies at The
Maryland Institute College
of Art and project director
for Ford/Phillip Morris Fel
lowships for Artists of Color.
The events of this dynamic
conference began with the
presentation and discussion
of student panels. All but

Hosty V Carter Threatens Student Press
AASU Administration speaks out regarding US Supreme Court decision
Seventh Circuit Court of Ap Illinois.
In Hazelwood, the US Su
peals ruling intact; thereby, set
On Feb 21, the US Supreme ting a precedent and extending preme Court ruled that "edu
Court refused to review the the 1988 Hazelwood verdict to cators do not offend the First
"Hosty v Carter" case. The public colleges and universi HOSTYVCARTER I PAGE2
Justice's decision leaves the ties in Wisconsin, Indiana and

Angela Mensing
Staff Writer

Autocross Coming to AASU
For any faculty, staff, or students who enjoy
testing their cars to the extreme level, they
will have the opportunity to do so during Armstrongfest.
Page-3
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one of the 12student papers
presented were authored by
Armstrong students andcov
ered a wide range of mostly
social and political topics,
exploring everything from
'"The Problem that Has No
Name": Marriageand Moth
erhood, or the Ownership
of Women," presented by
Alejandra Garcia, to "Kick
ing Ass and Taking Names:
CONFERENCE I PAGE 2

Grassroots, Boomboxes and Ancestry
Chris Cannon
Staff Writer

A line of six women donning
flowing red dresses waited to
the left of th e stage for Tanya
Sherman Hunter, founder and
artistic director of g rassroots
operation of Sankofa Dance
Theater, to present them.

Certified to Get Wet
With
their 3mm or 6mm wetsuits still cold §
j
j from the classthe daybefore, four Armstrong j
j students woke upbefore dawn and prepared l
for the beginning oftheir certification at Ho- j
mosassa River.
Page-5
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The small intimate crowd
anticipated the performance.
Soft piano notes blared out of
a boombox in the corner and
one-by-one, the dancers grace
fully ran out into the spotlight.
Reminiscent of ballet, the first
dance told the stoiy of "women
SANKOFA | PAGE 3

Jepson Center for the Arts
The crowd moved like herds of cattle as the
glass doors opened, which granted the spec
tators free access during the grand opening
of the Jepson Center for the Arts.

Page-9
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Campus News
HOSTYV CARTER

Amendment by exercising
editorial control over the style
and content of student speech
in school-sponsored expres
sive activities so long as their
actions are reasonably related
to legitimate pedagogical con
cerns."
According to Dr. Tony
Morris, AASU advi ser to the
"Inkwell," the potential dan
ger with the Court's decision
occurs when an administrator
steps "in and start[s] trying to
control the newsand the media
that gets out to the public." If
this happens, then "we'll never
really know what the truth is
anymore, as [student news
papers] would become PR
[public relation] arms of the
university's administration,"
Morris said.
An adviser's role with a
student newspaper, accord
ing to AASU President Dr.
Thomas Z. J ones is to assist
a student reporter if they
"have some uncertainty about

something," so theycan "go and rum, then the ruling would not
bounce it off to someone with apply. AASU ad ministration
more experience." He said the has not officially designated
adviser's role would not be to the "Inkwell" a public forum.
The other alternative is
"tell [them] what to do or how
to do it, but to [act] as sound
a
for the student newspaper to
ing board," and he feels that is become an independent that
supports itself solely with ad
an appropriate role.
Jones said the Hosty vCarter vertising monies.
ruling would not change the . While these loopholes may
administration's level of in prove beneficial to a college
volvement with Inkwell's pub newspaper, they do not directly
lication, as"Armstrong Atlantic help other campus groups with
has always been supportive of their school-sponsored expres
the Inkwell staff and the First sive activities, where it could be
more difficult to be designated
Amendment."
"Our system is very toler a public forum.
ant and open minded in that
Although the "Hosty" decree
students, as long as they don't currently affects the Seventh
violate an established school Circuit Court of Appeals juris
policy relative to behavior and diction, the precedent has now
legality and things of that type been officially set. Other col
are fairly free to express them leges and universities in other
selves," Jones said.
states can now attempt to fall
Although the "Hosty" ruling back on the "Hosty" ruling.
may seem grim to college and
For more information
university students, there are on how this case affects
two loopholes. According to your student rights, go
"Hazelwood" if the campus to
http://www.splc.org/
administration designates the
collegiate paper as a public fo
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CONFERENCE

Possibilities for Women in
Popular Culture," co-authored
by Karen White and Stephanie
Roberts.
Alicia Ferrell and Brandi Kincaid concluded the student pre
sentations with an examination
of the relationship between
literature and lived experience
in their discussion of "Art
istry, Intertextuality and 'the
Cottonwool of Daily Living,
described as "a session on the
communication of a 'woman s
world' through poetry, fiction,
and the essay, which Virginia
Woolf referred to as gathering
'the cotton wool ofdaily living."
Following student panels, the
evening was concluded with
a performance by Sankofa,
Savannah's African-American
dance troupe.
On Fri, Mar. 3, tour guides
gave a brief arts excursion,
visiting the studios of Nancy
Hooten, Elizabeth "Betsy" Cain
and Susie Chisholm, three of
Savannah's leading female art
ists. The conference continued
with presentations of papers by
faculty from Armstrong and by
faculty from Central Florida
University, University of Geor
gia, University of Arkansas and
George Washington University

among others. Armstrong pro
fessors presented topics dis-

SGA Update
Chris Nowicki

News Editor

The Student Government
Association held its weekly
meeting on Mon, Feb. 27.
President, Phillip Pope
reported that CUB (Campus
Union Board) was currently
accepting applications for
chairs of its committees. Any
one interested needs to fill out
a Student Leadership Applica
tion and turn it into Student
Activities in MCC Room 201.
Senator, Tiffany Nesbit re
ported that the Athletic Com
mittee has meet is has been
working on goals and mission
statements for the new Student
Recreation Center.
Senator Joan Suraez moved
to accept nominations for the
SGA Senator of the YearAward.
Those nominated were Charita
Hardy, Dana Robinson, Tiffany
Nesbit, and Kierra Jackson.
SGA Members will vote and
the winner will be announced
at the awards ceremony on
April 13.
The SGA Rules were sus
pended to discuss food services.
Vice President, Tiffany Dodgen
reported that she had been
meeting with Dr. Buck and Jim
Thompson to discuss the food
services at AASU. Senators dis

cussing everything from the
socio-political ramifications
of "HIV/AIDS in Brazil: How
Power and Gender Ine quality
Perpetuate the Pandemic," by
Drs. Jose de Arimateia da Cruz
and CorieJ. Hammers, to iden
tifying women's athletics and
sporting leaders asexemplified
in Dr. Uzzie Cannon's "Sheryl
Swoopes and the Implications
of Coming Out of the Paint."
Savannah mayor Otis John
son was present to honor three
women leaders inlocal politics:
Edna Jackson, Mayor ProTem;
Saralyn U. Argrow, Fou nder
and Executive Director of A
Working Woman In Need,
Inc. (AWWIN); and Mary Willoughby, Director at Willoughby and Crane Consulting.
Eleanor Torrey West of the
Ossabaw Island Foundation
was also recognized for her
outstanding work and role in
preserving Ossabaw Island
through education.
The late Dr. Jill Miller, who
was an assistant professor of
art history and director of the
Honors Program atArmstrong,
was remembered "for focusing
on the possible" (Savannah
Morning News).
For more information about
Armstrong's Gender andWom
en's Studies program, contact
Dr. Teresa Winterhalter at wint
erte@mail.armstrong.edu.
cussed whether to incorporate
food services into the Student
Service Committee or to cr e
ate a new Food Service Com
mittee. Dodgen reported that
Thompson was interested in
what students wanted to have
served and that they would
invite Thompson to a future
SGA meeting to talk.
Senator Jack Benton dis
cussed forming a separate
committee to involve RS A
(Resident Student Associa
tion) to incorporatediscussing
the mandatory mean plans to
the committee.
At the March 6, Stude nt
Government Association
Meeting Dr. Joe Buck, Vice
President of Student Affairs
talked to SGA about the H.
Dean Propst Award whic h
honors a faculty member
who has provided outstand
ing service to AASU students
and encouraged members to
nominate other faculty who
have provided true service to
the students.
Vice President, Tiffany Dod
gen reported that the change
over for the new SGA wall be
April 3. Dodgen also reported
that students will now be re
ceiving 100 free laser copi es
per semester and are working
with CIS to get that number
increased.
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Campus News
SANKOFA
who have made it through the
storm." The performers dis
played their strength through
dance, showing the progress of
womankind.
During the night, Sankofa
told stories of different aspects
of life with grace, captivating
the audience with breathtak
ing moves. A steady clap from
the participants resonated as
drum beats filled the room.
The dancers electrified the
environment with energetic
movement. Smiles beamed
from the onlookers.
A favorite was a piece called
"Four Women." A story of an
cestry and struggle, the piece
portrayed four different sides
of women. Each character dis
played power and fierceness.
Viewers were later invited
to participate in a colorful,
djembe filled piece. A few
tribal erupted from the audi
ence.
A won-over crowd ended
the presentation with a stand
ing ovation to Sankofa Dance
Theater. The troupe performed
at the opening welcome for the
Women's Studies conference
hosted by AASU's Women and
Gender Studies department.

Autocross Coming to AASU

MARK EVE RSOLL | Special to the Inkwell
Students and faculty can embark on the fast track of autocross.
Chris Nowicki
News Editor
For any faculty, staff, or stu
dents who enjoy testing their
cars to the extreme level, they
will have the opportunity to do
so during Armstrongfest.
The Buccaneer Region of the
Sports Car Club of America will
be hosting the autocross in the
Science Center parking lot at
Armstrong.

"It gives people a place to
"Autocross gives anyone a
blow off some steam every once way to test their own driving
in a while," said Mark Eversoll skills and ability and the speeds
of CIS. Eversoll is a member used during the competition
of the Sports Car Club America are no greater than speeds
and helped bring the autocross encountered in legal highway
to Armstrongfest last year.
driving," said Eversoll. "Par
According to Eversoll, par ticipants compete against their
ticipating in autocross does not own time and not against other
harm the car. It shows someone cars."
what his or her car can really do
"It is being like in a movie
in a safe environment.
chase scene, only you are hold-

ing onto the steering wheel
instead of a box of popcorn,"
said Eversoll.
Eversoll said the best cars
are high center gravity cars
and small compact cars such
as Honda, Nissan and Toyota
cars work well. The larger se
dans do not work as well and
SUVs and large trucks are not
used because of the high roll
over possibilities.
"Since the dragway in Savan
nah has been closed as sad as
it is, more people are going to
be taking this to public streets.
We encourage anyone who
enjoys it to join the organiza
tion."
The Buccaneer Region of
the Sports Car Club of Amer
ica meets once a month on
Hutchinson Island to compete
in autocross competitions.
Eversoll encourages anyone
planning to participate should
clean their car out of all loose
items for safety reasons, inflate
their tires to the maximum PSI
listed on the tires and to bring a
bottle of water and sunscreen.
Helmets are required and will
be provided to loan out.
The Armstrongfest auto
cross will take place on Sun,
Apr. 2 and registration will
begin at 9:30 a.m. in the Sci
ence Center parking lot. The
registration fee is $20, and
the event will last 4-6 hours.
Anyone can pre-register at

www.buccaneerregion.org/
aasusolo.html.

Safety, location and resort amenities at an incredible value.

You're investing in your
child's future, why not get a
return for yourself?
Spacious one, two and three bedroom condos on
33-acre natural preserve with 200 ft. floating dock
providing full-time deepwater access.
Select homes include spacious sunrooms,
fireplaces, vaulted ceilings with ceiling fans.
Garages available.
Resort style pool and fitness center.
Control access gated community offers
increased security.
Located minutes from school, malls and
grocery stores.
Public transportation available.

Hoover Creek hoovercreekcondos.com 912.920.1166
P LA N T AT I ON
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Low $100's to Mid $200 s • Decorator Models Open Daily
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12300 Apache Avenue • Savannah, GA 31419 • Toll Free 866.534.4687 • Fax 912.920.4146
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Student Affairs in f \CC Room 2(1 or call 9(2-92 7-5271 for
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AASU's golf team attends the Southbridge Tournament

Men's Golf 2 for 3 in Spring Season
Mary Culp
Sports Editor

Dominated by freshman
players, the No. 6-ranked
men's golf team started off the
2006 season with two of three
wins. The wins, according to
coach Michael Butler, "show
that we can compete in the
national championship."
Butler is optimistic about
his freshman player's potential.
"I've got a whole new team."
The Pirates lead the waywith
13 strokes under the top com
petitor Morehead State(899) at
the GEICO Direct Invitational
at Hunter Army Golf Club in
Savannah on Mar. 12 finishing
with 886. Ferris State (.914),
Northern Kentucky (918), and
Eastern Illinois (927) placed
in the top five of the three-day
tournament.
Freshman Chris Wolfe took
home the individual medalist
honors finishing three over

par for the tournament with
219 and shooting a 77 for the
day. Freshmen players Andrew
Workman finished third with a
220 total, and Wills Smith fin
ished fifth with 223.
The win came just five days
after placing third in the Barry
University Buccaneer Invita
tional at Westview Country
Club. AASU finished 19 over
par with a total of 883 in the
two-day tournament, just one
under the University of W est
Florida who finished second.
Lynn University took home
the win with a 12-stroke lead,
finishing with at tournament
total of 870, 6 over par.
The Pirates kicked off the
season by capturing the AASU/
Southbridge Pirate Invitational
by two strokes at Southbridge
Golf Club on Feb. 28."It's good
momentum to get us going for
the season," said senior Tripp
Coggins after the win.

The Pirates ended the twoday tournament with a 587 to
tal, 11over par and two strokes
ahead of Barry University's
589. Columbus State followed
closely behind for third place
with a 590 total, 14 over par.
Coker (597, +21) and Georgia
College and State University
(599; +24) ranked fourth and
fifth.
"I'm really proud of them.
They played really well," said
coach Michael Butler.
Barry's Victor Billskoog
took the individual honors
with one stoke under AASU's
Coggins who finished second
individually with one under
par. Billskoog shot one better
than Coggins on day one of.
the tournament, but Coggins
couldn t do better than even
with him on day two.
"I played solid both days, but
couldn't really come though
with the putts," said Coggins.

ERIK O'BRIEN I Inkwel
Mandi Meador slides into safety.

AASU Pirates Softball
Splits Double Header
Angela Mensing
Staff Writer

Both Armstrong Atlantic's
Heather Woods (3-3) and
Kutztown's Rachel Weidensaul
(3-0) pitched shut-out games
in a double-header on Mar.15.
After the Pirates (20-9) pummeled the Kutztown Golden
Bears in the first game (11-0),
the Golden Bears found their
revenge in game two (1-0).
The Pirate's provided lots of
action in game one with Amber
Hunt hitting her sixth homerun
of the season, bringing in two
runs in thefirst inning. Deanna
Beatty upped the ante in the
last play of the fifth inning
with her second career grand

slam homerun.
The Pirates fought through
the second match, loading the
bases several times inthe sev
en innings played. However,
Golden Bear's Weidensaul
kept the Pirates from scoring,
pulling off h er third straight
shut-out of the season.
Coach Ted Evanswas disap
pointed at the final showdown.
"We play really good at times
and really bad at times. We
played uninspired ball m
the last game." According
to Coach Evans, the Pirates
have a tendency to beat t ie
tougher teams and then l ose
against the ones that shou
be simple to beat.

Sports
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Pirates' Winning Streak Ends with Loss to Kutztown Golden Bears
Angela Mensing
Staff Writer

After winning 21 straight
games this season, the Pirates'
baseball team (21-1-1) lost to
the Kutztown Golden Bears
(9-7) on Mar. 16.
The Pirates began the game
in their usual fashion when
senior Miguel Donate hit a 2
RBI i n the first inning. The
Pirates maintained the lead
until the fourth inning when
the Golden Bears scored four
runs with a 2 RBI do uble and
a two-run homerun.
Although Pirate Truman
Marek cameback in the bottom
of the fourth with his own tworun homer and sophomore Pete
Gundolff hit asingle RBI in the
sixth inning, the team was un
able to make a comeback.
Overall highlights of the game
include Marek with three hits
and one run batted in; Donate,
Jarin Lewis, Brad Bohannon
and Sean Hotzak each scored
two hits.

From
Slope to
Sloppy
Reese Goldman
Sports Columnist

Focusing on spirits over the
slopes, Bode Miller, one of the
favorites to winin all five of the
skiing events he participated in,
failed to medal in the Winter
Olympics.
The fact that Miller did not
receive a medal was disappoint
ing, but acceptable. The unac
ceptable outcome of the events
was hislack of preparation and
attitude toward the Olympics.
Miller was accused of playing
basketball, frequenting bars
and drinking the night before
events, and in a later interview
did not deny these allegations.
According to the Washington
Post, Miller stated, "I just did
it myway. I'm not a martyr,and
I'm not a do-gooder.I just want
DAVID JOHNSON I I nkwell
Sean Hotzak stretches to try and grab the ball.
to go out anc
id rock. And man, I
rocked here."
Despite winning twentyfive medals in the past Winter
Olympics, Miller's actions
dulled the bright points of
America's victories.
best placingin any of
Armstrong students complete scuba theMiller's
eventswas fifth in theMen's
Downhill on Feb. 12. In two of
diving certification
the events, Men's Super-G and
Men's Slalom, he got DNF's
Britney Compton
(did not finish) and in one,
to
take
a
scuba
class,"
said
Tif
Staff Writer
Combined, Miller was
fany Nobles, part-time aerobics Men's
disqualified.
With their 3mm or 6mm and weight training instructor.
During an interview with
wetsuits still cold from the Nobles and her father were CBS News after the events,
class the day before, four given their certification as a Miller denied the importance
Armstrong students woke up Christmas present.
of winning medals in the
before dawn and prepared for
The magnitude of diving Olympics by stating, "I kind of
the beginning of their certifica did not occur to the students take pride in the fact that I do
tion at Homosassa River. Two until their first plunge. "You things myown way. So whether
days of repetitive dives, driving feel powerful, yet powerless. somebody wants me to get five
from site to site, and victims to There isa senseof vulnerability gold medals or whatever it is, I
of feel like they're all other
whatever the weather decided, mixed in with your confidence sort
REESE GOLDMAN | Inkwell
people's concerns and issues,
they hauled their equipment when you dive," said Theresa not really mine."
like
professionals.
Young, nursing major.
Erica G alloway and Robert Hall celebrate a victory.
During the interviews right
The weekend of Feb. 24 -26,
Taking the course in order after the events, it was evi
AASU students received their to adopt a new hobby, Chris dent to me that Miller looked
scuba diving certification at tina Haskett, physical therapy hung-over from partying. His
Crystal River through the Div major, said, "It's a powerful arrogant attitude not only tar
ing Locker/ Ski Chalet to end learning tool; it helps build nished his image, but it dam
Galloway and Anna Mach led their six week course, PEBC confidence. It's like visiting aged the United State's image
Reese Goldman
the outburst of runs for the 1350.
another world on this planet." as well. An athlete performing
Staff Writer
in the Olympics is given the
Alpha Slammers.
Though only four of th ei2
Being that the certification
to represent their
Alpha Sigma Tau and Pike
Hall went 3-for-3 with a two- students went, the others have is life-long; the six-weekcourse opportunity
country. Theathlete competing
joined forces as the Alpha run home run and a double an opportunity to complete leads to an activity that will for his country is symbolically
Slammers to compete against with three RBI's. Machfinished their diving certificate at the provide heauty and intrigue. representing the citizens of
Kappa Sigma and Tri-Sigma's with one hit with one RBI and end of April on an annual trip "No matter who you are or that country, and the enormity
Tri-Sig's to play an intense one run scored. N. Davis had to Ginnie Springs.
what your abilities are, it is of this responsibility should not
be overlooked. Participating on
game of softball at Allen E. a big impact hitting a two-run
The students, went down magical," said Haskett.
homerun going 2-for-2 with with other students from the
Paulson Park on Feb. 27.
The course runs twice a behalf of your country isa privi
Pitching for the Tri-Sig's was two RBI's. Weems led the team Diving Locker and participated semester and private lessons lege, not something to betaken
Rebecca Robinson who put up offensively by going 2-for-2 at in two trips, snorkeling with are available at the Diving for granted. Unfortunately,
embarrassed Americans
a valiant effort, but could not the plate with a two-run homer the manatees and four actual Locker/Ski Chalet at the corner Miller
by mocking what the Olympics
and
a
double
with
three
RBI's.
scuba divers. "It's a wonder of Abercorn and Montgomery represent. Hopefully Miller will
hold the Alpha Slammers bats
Weems' solid performance ful opportunity for students Crossroads.
quiet. The Tri-Sig's fearlessly
come to realize what an honor
attempted to thrash the Alpha on the mound held the Triit is in representing 'the land
Slammers, but could not getthe Sig's to only two runs, but he
of the free and the home of the
did not do it single handedly
sober.'
ball past the defense.
Prior to Miller's poor per
The Tri-Sig's rallied in the as the AlphaSlammers defense
formance, Bode was used in
second inning for a surge that helped maintain their lead
commercials to promote Nike.
could not be silenced as the throughout the game. Preston
After his mishaps onand off the
Futrell
went
2-for-2
leading
Alpha Slammers won with a
Email Mary Culp at maryculp6@comcast.net slopes, his commercial stopped
final score of 13-2. Robert Hall, the Tri-Sig's, but could not get
airing by the latter part of the
Todd Weems, Nick Davis, Erica a rally started.
games.

Certified to Get Wet

Slammin' Slammers

Wanted:Sports Writers

Ads
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MARCH 27 APRIL. 2

Mark your calendar
for the fourth annual
ArmstrongFest.
Homecoming gets bigger and better
as AASU's traditional spring blowout
event grows with the return of favorite
features and the introduction
of brand new, exciting events.
Alumni, students, faculty, and staff —
and the entire Savannah community —
are invited to enjoy ArmstrongFest
in all its diversity. Find out how much
pie you can eat. Play golf. Take in art,
music, and theatre events. Try your luck
at casino night. Race your car
around the course.

••••••••••••
RESERVE THE WEEK O F
MARCH 27-APRiL. 2
There's something for everyone
during ArmstrongFest

MqMO
INVITATIONAL ALUMNI
ART EXHIBITION
March 27-Aprii 7 — Art department graduates return
for the annual Invitational Alumni Art Exhibition.
Sponsored in part by the AASU College Union Board
and the AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre.
Fine Arts Ga llery • weekdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more information, call 912.927.5381
weekdays from 11 a.m .-3 p.m.

AASU LAUDE, LOVE SONGS,
AND LULLABIES

'UNDERSTANDING WHO IS
AT RISK FO R CANCER"

The University Chorale and Chamber Singers will
perform as guest artist ensembles of the Savannah Music
Festival. Sponsored in part by the AASU SUA and the
AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre.

Steven Brovver, M.D., associate
director of the Curtis and Elisa
beth Anderson Cancer Institute
will speak on "Understanding
Who is at Risk for Cancer."

Christ Church, 28 Bull Str eet • 12:30 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more informatitm, call 912.927.5381
weekdays from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Solms Hall, room 110 • noon

For more information,
call Marilyn Buck at
912.927.5254 ore-mail
buckmari@mail .arms trong.edu.

Tkursiav March 38

TliSiif March a

HOMECOMING ELECTIONS
Last Day of Homecoming Elections

HOMECOMING E LECTIONS

Online voting ends at 3 p.m.

It's voting time! Students, visit your S.H.I.P account
and vote online for Mr. and Ms. AASU.
Voting begins at 9 a.m.

For more information, call 912.927.5300

GRADUATING SENIORS BANQUET

For more information, call 912.927.5300.

The AASU Alumni Association hosts a banquet to
honor May 2006 graduates and their guests. Guests will
have a private viewing of the Invitational Alumni Art
Exhibit in Fine Arts Gallery.

FACULTY AND STAFF
APPRECIATION LUNCHEON
Cajun on
the Quad
Faculty and staff,
enjoy an hour of
good food and
good company
during the fourth
annual faculty
and staff
appreciation
luncheon.
This year we will pay tribute to the cuisine, culture,
and music of New Orleans.
Quad behind Burnett Hall
11:30 a.m,-12:30 p.m. (names beginning with A - M)
12:30-1:30 p.m. (names beginning with N - Z)

Shearouse Plaza • noon

For more information, call
912.927.5350.

CASINO
NIGHT
A fun night
of games
Memorial
College Center
8 p.m.

For more information, call 912.921.2369
or e-mail merricsh@mail.armstrong.edu.

Friday March 31

SGA/CUB MEET AND GREET
Enjoy free food and meet the current StudentGovernment Association representatives and the
2006-2007 executive officers, senators, and Campus
Union Board members.
Also, it's pie-eating time!!
Participate in a pie eating
contest and win prizes.
Last day for Mr. and Ms.
AASU campaigning

Main lobby, Fine Arts Hall • 6-7:30 p.m.

For more information, contact Patty Parke r at
2912.921.2343 or e-mail parkerjxi@maiiartnstrmg.edu.

EIGHTH ANNUAL AASU HIGH SCHOOL
ONE ACT PLAY FESTIVAL

PING PONG BALL DROP!

Sponsored in part by the AASU Student Government
Association and the AASU Department of Art, Music
& Theatre.

Catch as many ping pong halls as possible and trade
them for chips at Thursday's Casino Night.
Shearouse Plaza * noon

For more information, call 912.927.5300

'

Fine Arts Auditorium
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more information,
caH912.927.538l
weekdays from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Ads
ANNUAL ALUMNI
GOLF TOURNAMENT
One of Homecoming's most popular events, the golf
tournament benefits the AASU Scholarship Fund.
Southbridge
Golf Club
415 Southbridge
Boulevard
Registration:
11 a .m.
Golf clinic:
11:30 a.m.
Shotgun start: noon

OPEN HOUSE

MARDI GRAS:
A NIGHT IN
NEW ORLEANS

This is an introduction to the university for prospec
tive students and family members. Faculty, staff,
and students will be available with specifics about
academic programs, admissions, financial aid,
scholarships, housing, and other programs and
services offered at the university. Tours of the
campus and student housing will also he available.

Enjoy a Night in
New Orleans at the
2006 Homecoming
Dance, Find out who
will hold the title of
Mr. and Ms. AASU.

University Hall • 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

For more information, call 912.921.5951

Windsor Hall,
302 Briarcliff Circle
8 p.rn.-midnight

or e-mail crainjos@mail.armstrong.edu.

Admission: $5 tickets available
from the Student Activities Off ice. For more information,
call 912.927.5300.

Registration: $60,
AASU students: $25
For more information, call 912.921.2369
or e-mail merrksh@mail.armstrong.edu.
To download a registration form , go to
mvw.armstrong.edu/armsrrmgfest06/golfregistratkm.pdf.

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT
IN THE GARDEN
Enjoy an evening of cultural performances and
international cuisine.
International Garden located between
Hawes and Solms halls • 7 p.m.

For more information, call 912.921.5671.

Sahrtif. Ipri f

AASU OPEN AIR ART EXHIBITION
AND ARTS FESTIVAL
This outdoor celebration of the arts promises a full day
of musical performances and a fine art exhibition and
sale for the entire family. The art sale features work by
students, faculty, and invited artists.
Fine Arts Hall Courtyard • 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more information, call 912.927.5381
weekdays from 11 a.m .-3 p.m.

Armstrong Atlantic vs. University of South CarolinaUpstate

BUCCANEER
REGION
SPORTS
CAR CLUB
OF AMERICA
AUTOCROSS
Autocross events
emphasize your ability and your car's handling
and agility. Drive as quickly as you can through a
timed course defined by pylons. The competition
is against time, not other cars.
Science Center parking lot
Registration: 8:30-11 a.m.
Course walk-through: 11:30 a.m.
Timed runs begin at noon

Registration: $25
AASU students, faculty, and staff: $20
For more information, call Mark Eversoll
at 912.925.0466
or visit www.buccaneerregion.org/aasusab.htrnl.

Pirate Field • noon

Admission: $3

5K FUN RUN/WALK
Arrive early to warm up and to pick up your free t-shirt.
Water and juice provided. This annual event is open to
alumni, students, faculty, staff, families, and friends of
the university.
Aquatic & Recreation Center
No entry fee
Registration: 8:15 a.m.
Run/Walk: 9 a.m.

For more information, call 912.921.7487

ANNUAL ALUMNI MEETING

Sponsored in part by the AASU Student Government
Association and the AASU Department of Art, Music
&. Theatre.
Fine Arts Auditorium • 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more inform ation, call 912.927.5381
weekdays from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Armstrong Atlantic vs. University of South CarolinaUpstate

All alumni are invited to attend the AASU Alumni As
sociation's annual meeting. New officers will be elected
and the annual alumni awards will be presented.

Pirate Field • 1 p.m.

University Dining Room
Memorial College Center • 5 p.m.

GUEST ARTIST
SERIES RECITAL
DONNA LEE, PIANO

For more information, call 912.921.2343
or e-mail parkerpa@mail.aimstrong.edu.

or e-mail masseyge@maiiarmstrong.edu.

EIGHTH ANNUAL AASU HIGH SCHOOL
ONE ACT PLAY FESTIVAL

BASEBALL

ARTISTS* RECEPTION
FOR THE AASU INVITATIONAL
ALUMNI ART EXHIBITION
Sponsored in part by the AASU College Union Board
and the AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre.
Fine Arts Gallery • 5 p.m.

Admission is free.
For more information, call 912.927-5325 or
912.927.5381.

Admission: $3

This compelling inter
national solo performer
and recording artist visits
Savannah from Kent State
University and the Interlochen Arts Camp.
Fine A rts Auditorium
3 p.m.

Admission: $5
For more information,
call 912.927.5325 or
912.927.5381.
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Conversation
Piece
Chris Cannon
Staff Writer

I looked up 'conversation'
in the dictionary and what I
found is exactly what occurred
between B.F.A Ryan Reese and
me — the spoken exchange of
thoughts, opinions, and feel
ings. This interview wasn't
typical, and I had no inten
tions of making it anything of
the sort.
We just talked.
In doing so, both Reese
and I had a chance to explore
the vast influences of hi s life.
In life, there are variables in
everything that can affect our
views, alter our goals and help
us grow.
WHAT DO YOU THINK
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
THING IN YOUR LIFE HAS
BEEN?

"Graduating in May. [It's]
making me get more andmore
serious. When Dr. Miller died,
that's when I really decided to
get serious because I felt like I
was kind of lik e more on my
own ... I had to do it out of ne
cessity. She always pushed the
£hit out of me. There are a lot
of things, I guess."
I listened to Reese as he ver

bally examined his approach to
life. He put it beautifully with

the simple words "Something
good will eventually come." The
thought resonated with both of
us throughout the night. Privi
leged are the ones who know
when good luck comes their
way.
"I was driving to school last
semester and all of a sudden,
the zone system just hit me.
That was really the main thing I
wanted to figure out for at least
two years, you know?

Erik O'Brien I Inkwell
Pinya Lindroos, Velissa Robinson and May Aabakke perform in "Starting Monday."

Afraid to Live, Afraid to Love, Afraid to be Loved
Skyla Hornat
Staff Writer

When asked what they would
like the audience to take away
from this emotionally pro
vocative production, actors
Velissa Robinson who played
Ellis and Pinya Lindroos who
played Lynn agreed, "Live every
day like there is no tomorrow,
Don't wait for love, Don't wait
for trust, Now is the Time [to
COULD YOU EXPLAIN THE LIVE]!"
ZONE SYSTEM?
Masquers presented a Black
Box Theater performance,
"Yeah. Ansel Adams made the "Starting Monday," directed
zone system known. He's been by Maureen Yasko." Writ
a real big influence ... you can ten by Anne Commire, this
... get the textures, the tone and heartfelt play set in the early
everything in that initial shot. 1980s chronicles the relation
You ca n make the sky whiter ship shared between Lynn and
or darker, a leaf br ighter. The
initial inspiration is in the first
shot, but you can go back and
change it. It's unlimited how
many variables youcan change
in that one little 35mm nega
tive. The info doesn't get lost." Lindsey Estepp
Freeze-framing a thought, a Staff Writer
befitting notion — change what
"Pop Culture is a place
you have, let it evolve, grow.
where women can literally
kick ass and take names!" said
WHEN YOULOOKAT
Stephanie
Roberts. Roberts
A PHOTOGRAPH THAT
and
Karen
White
were just two
YOU'RE COMPLETELY SAT
ISFIED WITH, WHAT GOES of th e many student speakers
that raised their voices al the
THROUGH YOUR HEAD?
fourth annual Women's Con
"I don't know ... nothing re ference, hosted by the Women
ally. I guess that's when I and Gender Studies Depart
know it's right — when all the ment of AASU.
The theme of the confer
crazy thoughts about getting it
ence
was "Realizing Women's
right [different variables] are
Leadership: The Art of the
gone."
At just the right moment, Possible." In a student panel
Reese closes our conversation titled "Realizing Women in
with one bold statement. "The Hidden Places," White and
overall goal is to have seren Roberts discussed women in
ity."

Ellis, particularly the trials
and breakthroughs in coping
with Ellis's terminal illness.
The many critical passages in
the play capture the meaning
of the motto, "To Truly Live
You [first] Must Die." As Ellis
literarily must come to terms
with death, she realizes the
many fears that have kept her
from truly living, fears that
she must put to rest, fears
that continue to keep her from
choosing life.
In the play, eversince receiv
ing her ominous diagnosis, El
lis struggles to accept the fact
that she needs help in taking
care of herself. She becomes
very depressed at the loss of
control over her life. She unwit
tingly challenges the love and

care of her loyal friend, Lynn,
but ultimately breaks down
exclaiming, "Help, Me!"
In one of Ellis's m oments
of truth, she acknowledges, "I
can't change what's about to
happen. Ican't hold backdeath
... This is true of everything in
my life." Ellis realizes that this
"holding back" has character
ized much of h er life m aking
her afraid to live, afraid to
love, and afraid to be loved.
Although she admits that she
cares about Lynn because
"she doesn't just sit outside
the door." She also admits
punishing Lynn for it.
As Ellis slowly opens her
self to the undying love of
Lynn and learns to depend
on her instead of fight against

her, she challenges her former
diary entry, "You can't depend
on anyone ... ever." Ellis ulti
mately learnsto dieto herfears
and LIVE.
Although serious in na
ture, many of t he emotional
struggles and contradictions
were exposed with wit and
light-hearted banter. As Lydia
Vale, Professor in the depart
ment of Language, Literature
and Philosophy, commented,
"I think [the performance] is
hilarious! The punch lines are
perfect. Although there is hu
mor, I can see the dark side."
Both Long Doan and Chris
Stastny, students at Johnson
High school agreed, "The act
ing is awesome."

Popular Culture Women: "Kick Ass and Take Names"
pop culture.
They called their lecture
"Kicking Ass and Taking
Names." White discussed the
character Beatrix Kiddo, played
by Uma Thurman in Kill Bill
Vol.i and V0I.2.
White cleverly identified the
various roles Kiddo acts out
and the conflict of ne gotiation
her character faces between
the life she desires and the life
that is traditionally assigned
to women. She showed this
dichotomy with Kiddo's role of
the Bride versus Kiddo's role as
Black Mamba.
White concluded that "Pop
culture subversely parallels
reality" in that "women must
negotiate between complex

roles in everyday life".
Roberts presented the
negotiation of w omen's roles
through an example ofthe pop
ular IV show "TheWest Wing."
Roberts focused on the female
character CJ. In her analysis
of CJ, she discussed the issue
of g ender equality and power
dynamics between CJ and her
male co-workers.
In the midst of all this ques
tioning of w omen's roles and
how they are portrayed on tele
vision, a voice from the crowd
served to remind the audience
of why women finally have the
luxury to question.
Grace Paley, the Poet Lau
reate of Vermont and key note
speaker at the conference, re

minded us of history. Paley re
called her upbringing and how
important the role of "mother"
was in her household.
She explained how important
the traditional role of mother/
housekeeper was in the past,
saying to the students on the
panel, "You guys are forget
ting history!" This discussion
of history and progression of
women's roles is one of the
reasons to have a Women's
Conference.
According to Dr. Winterhalter,
head of th e Women and Gen
der Studies Program at AASU,
having a Women's Conference
creates a center forthese issues
and a place to explore future
possibilities.
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JEPSON CENTER FOR THE ARTS NOW OPEN Entertainment
Many flock to the opening
for the
Impoverished

of the new art center
Emilie Tuminella
A&E Editor

The crowd moved like
herds of cattle as the glass
doors opened, which granted
the spectators freeaccess dur
ing the grand opening of the
Jepson C enter for the Arts.
The large Portuguese stone
staircase, the most prominent
feature on the first floor, acted
as hand gesture s leading the
way to w here all the excite
ment begins.
The Jepson Center features
two large galler ies for major
traveling exhibitions; a com
munity gallery f or Southern
art, photography and workson-paper; the Artzeum with a
3,500-sq. ft. hands-on art ex
perience gallery for kids; two
outdoor sculpture terraces;
multiple educational studios;
a 2 20-seat auditorium; the
Telfair cafe w ith items rang
ing from $4-9; and the Telfair
Museum Store.
The most impressive as
pect of t he center, according
to Alexander Snow, a solo
spectator, was in the Steward
Gallery. Robert Rauschenberg
has instillations up which he
made during 20 0 0- 20 0 4.
His technique, as stated on
the gallery wall, is scanning
selected photographic images
and printing them on acetate.
Photographic images are
transferred from the acetate
onto paper that has been
laminated on an aluminum
backing and then sealed with
protective coating.
Christopher Rauschenberg
has a series of photographs
from around the world;
however, what makes his
ERIK O'BRIEN | Inkwell
photographs interesting is
the u nusual way he cut his
Many speakers were present during the opening ceremony for the Jepson Center.
matte board. He cuts the
matte to make the photo look
were donated to the Telfair in was given a home atthe Jepson
distorted. Some photos range Come Sale, State II" are just
and some is actually donated,"
his memory.
in size of 28x53m and 271/2 x a few artists that are housed
This building which is an said Joe Stefean an Armstrong
32in. Snow thought the effect in the Kirk Varnedoe Gallery.
extension of the Telfair has the professor.
of matte was "really amazing. This collection celebrates the
The public museum de
ability to display much of the
life
and
legacy
of
Varnedoe,
It worked well. He pushed it a
work the Telfair has housed signed by Moshe Safdie sits
a Savannah native, who was
little bit further."
Chuck Close, with his"Self a distinguished scholar and for years. "The Telfair has on the corner of York Street
its own budget and some of and Barnard. The price for
Portrait"; Jasper Johns, exhib legendary Museum of Modern
the artwork is purchased by entry is $6 for students and
iting "Untitled (negative) and Art Curator. All works of art,
donors ... the art of the Telfair $9 for adults.
Frank Stella, creator of "Bene by artist he most admired,

The 64,000-sq. ft. state-ofthe-art Jepson Center for the
Arts, designed by architect
Moshe Safdie, held its free
grand opening events the first
weekend of Spring Break. If
you missed those occasions,
fear not for the admission to
the Jepson Center will remain
free on Sundays to Chatham
County residents and, through
out the rest of the week, it will
uphold the same competitive
prices at the Telfair. Included
in the inaugural exhibitions at
the Jepson Center will be the
works of R obert and Christo
pher Rauschenberg as well as
those of Darryl Pottorf.
Robert Rauschenberg's
exhibition, "Scenarios and
Short Stories," contains works
produced within the last five
years that reflect his collagebased style in which he often
incorporates ordinary cast-off
or mass-produced objects. Art
critic Doug MacCash, from The
Times-Picayune, describes
Rauschenberg as very possibly
"the most famous livingartist."
When discussing the art of
Rauschenberg,
MacCash
states: "It's the stuff that fed
Warhol, Rosenquist and a
generation of Pop artists. It's
the stuff that critics said killed
old-fashioned brushes and
canvas painting once and for
all. It was once as hotly modern
as an H-bomb. Now it's heartwarmingly nostalgic. Once
there was no one quite like
Rauschenberg. Now there's
a little Rauschenberg in all
artists, in everybody maybe."
Darryl Pottorf, once
Rauschenberg's assistant
and collaborator, creates
photography-basedmultimedia
works that are more
thematically concentrated.
Pottorf is particularly noted for
large-scale works completed
on unusual supports such
as polylaminate, lexan and
aluminum.
Along with
being a well accomplished
mixed media artist, Pottorf
is also a practicing architect.
He has designed Robert
Rauschenberg's home and
studio as well as his own, and
he continues to design both
College and 2001 AASU Despite the fact that Purcell residential and commercial
graduate, could not make it to judged all of the artwork in spaces. In the exhibition at the
the reception, he had a lot to the show, he said he will never Jepson Center,"A Perspective,"
say about the exhibition and be able to answer the questio
n: Pottorf presents two distinct
bodies of work: black and
how he judged it.
"What makes art good?"
"My five assistants and I were
"There are guidelines of silver toner on lexan, acrylic
literally lockedin the galleryfor course, but they only go so far. on aluminum and UV coated
three or four hours," Purcell We've been creating art all the watercolor on polylaminate.
said. "All of t he work was of way back since when we were Pottorf combines photographic
excellent quality, which made drawing on cave walls, but we images, often from unrelated
judging tough. But I looked still haven't figured it out. [Art] sources, that he has collected
for work where artists explored is an amazing thing I could from his years of travel as well
as from art history to produce
new ideas but still had a solid attempt to explain, but I don't
works that begin to tell a story
understanding of the medium think I'd ever find a definite open to interpretation by the
in their execution."
answer."
viewer.

Student Juried Art Exhibition's "Mystery Judge" is Revealed
Amanda Thomas
Staff Writer

The Fine Arts Gallery buzzed
with an ticipation as students
and faculty milled through the
collaboration of artwork and
waited for the announcement
of the awards at the annual
Student Juried Art Exhibition
gallery reception.
Professor Pang-Chieh Hsu,
coordinator of the exhibition,
announced the winners of
first and second place in
each category along with

nine honorable mentions, ten
special awards and the juror's
choice award.
"Some win, some lose. Not
placing does- not crush your
ability as an artist," Hsu said.
"The show was judged by only
one person's perspective."
The questions of w ho that
person was and how the art
was judged still remained
unanswered for many students
following the reception.
Although Desmal Purcell,
professor of art at East Georgia

Erin Christian
Staff Writer
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Editorials

Hollywood, Topher Grace, and Better Leads Letter tO the Editor
The "Inkwell" improves one step at a time
Tara Gergacs

ences.
9) Story leads will be more in
Five aspiring journalists trav 5) The layout of the paper will teresting and will tell a story.
eled to Los Angeles, California, change.
for a National College News
10) You w ill get to make con
paper Conference, in order to 6) The content of information tacts with people from all over
learn more about journalism will become more controver the nation.
and how to improve a student sial.
newspaper.
This experience has taught
These aspiring journalists are 7) Stories will be more appeal the staff to make the necessary
five out of the seven that put to ing to the student body.
changes so the "Inkwell" will be
gether your student newspaper
exactly what the student body
every week. In hopes of making 8) Becoming a writer on this needs.
the "Inkwell" an outstanding staff will earn you a chance
Also, if you join the staff you
student newspaper, you may to get clips and go on confer may get the chance to meet fa
notice a few changes over the
mous people likeTopher Grace.
next week.
Editor-in-Chief

1) The font size will change.
It will be smaller, but not too
small.
2) Pictures will begin to be the
center of the paper and will
bring it to life.

WANTED: WRITERS

3) During next semester the
paper may be larger and will
have four additional pages.
4) New positions will be open
ing on the editorial staff.

I agree with Karen about the dressing on the knife). But in
cafeteria food. On one occasion my situation, I have a semester
I went to the cafeteria to get a • meal plan and I barely eat over
sandwich from off the grill. I one hundred dollars in one se
only received about 10 cold mester because of t he choices
fries and a chicken breast that they have. It would be nice to
did not cover the whole bun. I be able to use my meal card at
rarely eat from the cafeteria be an off campus restaurant.
When I went in the cafeteria
cause they sell the same things
on
Monday March 6,2006 (my
and then charge you too much
first
time in the cafeteria since
for it. On another occasion last
the
week
of February 20th), I
semester, I went to get a fruit
cup and before I went to pay noticed that someone had put
for it I noticed a piece of hair up a nutrition chart on the
in the fruit cup. I told one of wall where you order from the
the workers who took it from grill. That is good it was put up
me and hopefully threw it in but students who order do not
look to their right to look at a
the garbage.
Since that day I only try to nutrition fact sheet that is on
get food that do not have to be the wall.
cut by the knife they use in the
wrap/sub line ifit is not cleaned
(you can still see the salad Dwan Alston

EMILIE TUMINELLA | Inkwell

inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

Lauren Hunsberger, Mary Culp, and Tara Gergacs
meet Topher Grace in L.A.

The Inkwell
Tara Crergai-s
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Karen White
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Chris N owifki

Layout Editor
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Sports: Chad Jackson
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Student Activities
•The Inkwell is published and distributed weekly
each semester. Copies are available in distribution
boxes throughout campus.
•The Inkwell reserves the right to edit any submissions
for length or content.
•The opinions expressed by the students of AASU
may not be the opinions of the staff of The Inkwell
or the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from
readers provided that they are clearly written or typed.
AH submissions must be signed with a telephone
number and SSN included for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
•The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments, press releases, etc. Such information may
be published free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.

graphs, but please make copies before submission
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Oceanfront at 15th Street / PO Box 2880
Tybee Island, GA 31328

Come Work At The Beach!!
Now Accepting Applications for the Following Positions:
Experienced:
Cooks $9.00 to $13.00
Dishwashers $7.50
Bartenders $5.25 to $6.25 Plus Tips
Front Desk Agents $8.00 $9.00
Night Auditors $10.00
Bussers $7.50
Housekeepers $7.50
Landscapers/Grounds Keeper $7.50 to $9.00
General maintenance $9.75 to $14.00
AM & PM Restaurant Servers $3.25 Plus Tips
Transportation to and from Savannah available
Benefits include Insurance, Vacation, Holiday
Dependable Candidate's with experience, professional appearance and
A positive attitude should apply in person at:

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION W ITH A
;
;
• : • . '
li-matTthe Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.

Ocean Plaza Beach Resort

H.R. Department
Email: RMcCoy@oceanplaza.com
15 St and Ocean Front
Tybee Island, GA
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Living Healthfully on Campus

Jennifer McDonald
1 M cDonald

Columnist
Do you know how many calo
ries you consume each day?
Most people consume way
too many calories, which has
led to an increase in many pre
ventable diseases.
A typical female needs only
1200-1600 calories a day. A
typical male n eeds only 18002200 calories a day. One major
problem with c aloric intake is
portion size. We eat way more
than we should. Some meals
at restaurants are so large that
they contain enough calories
to exceed your daily limit. For
example, at OliveGarden if you
order the stuffed chicken marsala with garlic mashed pota
toes then you are eating 1315
calories and 86.4 grams of fat.
That does not include the salad,
breadsticks or drink.
It is important to know
proper serving sizes for foods.
The food guide pyramid can
teach you how to use these

~

proper servings. Beginning
with the grain group, you need
about seven or eight servings
per day. One serving of grains
is one thin slice of bread. One
serving of rice can fit into a
cupcake wrapper. In the fruit
and vegetable groups you need
about four servings of each per
day. Vegetables are generally
low in fat and calories and veiy
nutritious. Fruits are higher in
sugar but are also very healthy
and low in fat. Fruits can be
a great alternative for high
calorie desserts. One serving
of fruits and vegetables is about
the size of a tennis ball, or the
size of a fist. Next, the dairy and
meat and poultry groups only
require 2-3 servings of each per
day. One serving of c heese is
about the size of a thumb. One
serving of dairy can fit into a
cupped hand. One serving of
meat is about 3 ounces, or the
size of a deck of cards. The last
group is the fats and sweets

^

group. These foods are typi
cally fatty and high in calories.
Too much ofthis group canlead
to diseases such as high blood
pressure, heart disease, obesity
and diabetes. One servingof fat
equals the tip of your thumb.
Portion sizes mean every
thing when trying to live a
healthy lifestyle. For the most
part there should be no reason
why you cannot eat whatever
you want as long as it is in per
spective with the food guide
pyramid and healthy portions.
If you have a sweet tooth that
does not mean you cannot
have dessert. You can have
half of the dessert today and
half tomorrow. An easy way
to eat proper portions is to
determine portion sizes before
you begin eating. Look at your
plate and visualize the correct
portions. Eat only the proper
portion sizes and save the rest
for lunch the next day, or split
your meal with a friend.

Classifieds
Attention Students; Looking to sell or buy books, clothes, cars and more? Look no fur
ther than placing classifieds in the Inkwell. As members of AASU faculty, students and
staff may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to no more
than forty words and must contain no profanity, but those are your only limitations! Email
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu Attn; Teresa with your classified!

Where the Hell Were You?
Reflections on "The Art of the Possible"
Karen White

Copy Editor

I am wholly grateful to the
Women and Gender Studies
program for providing me with
the opportunity tolearn beyond
the classroom.
Meeting Grace Paleywas only
one highlight of t he Women's
Studies conference, "Realizing
the Art of the Possible." I also
learned about the diverse areas
of research withinGender stud
ies, including literature, public
health, art, music, sports, me
dia and philosophy.
On the first day, the student
panels were very wellattended
and very well presented. We
enjoyed Dean Wheeler's wel
come, and the multifaceted
talents of the dance troupe
Sankofa amazed us. The troupe
was the perfect opener for such
an energetic conference - they
emobodied art of the possible.
On the second day, the bar
rage of information presented
by various professors from the
Southeast overwhelmed me. In
addition, I got to see my own
professors in a whole new light
- as researchers and scholars.
They inspired me to continue
my own o utside work in writ
ing and women's literature. I
saw that even with their heavy
teaching loads, they made
scholarship more than a task.
The third day was asenerget-

icas the first two. Leslie KingHammond showed a historical
compilation offeminist art. She
.showed me that everything I
thought I knew about feminist
art is just a drop in the bucket
compared to the totality of
what women have done within
the art world.
Jealous - you should be.
Seeing my schoolmates attend
was great, but not enough
Armstrong students and fac
ulty attended. Thestudent price
for all three days was $20, and
many faculty members offered
to pay students' registration
fees, but still, not many at
tended.
Furthermore, leading up to
the conference, I had to over
hear multiple "jokes" made
by faculty members who work
within my major. None of
these people actually attended
the conference, to which I can
say only one thing - how can
you make fun ofsomething you
have never experienced?
I urge any student on this
campus to take advantage
of any scholarly conference
offered. You will gain more
than free food and extra credit
- you will have the opportunity
to learn outside of what is pos
sible within the classroom; you
will meet people who are living
history and youwill enrich your
life.

Experienced Musician: available to teach private percussion lessons to any age student.
Email tl6259@students.armstrong.edu for more information.
Laughter and Fun: Visit Moleculation.com to find true happiness and an assortment of
funny flash cartoons!
Community Service: Nationally 60% of nursing home residents never receive a visitor!
That is heartbreaking but true. As a result, many of our community's elderly spend their days
lonely and isolated. Riverview Health and Rehabilitation Center s full schedule of activi
ties is filled with laughter and friends, thanks to our devoted volunteers. You too can make
a difference in the lives of our residents by becoming a volunteer. Volunteers are priceless
assets and we would love for you to come and join us. For more information, call Rhonda
Sheffield, Volunteer Coordinator (912) 354-8225 ext. 243.
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Computer and T.V. for sale: Computer is an emachines and is 3-4 years old but woiks
great. Printer is included and is a Lexmark. Computer is $150 and sorry I do not know all
the details about the computer. T.V. is a 19 inch VHS and I b elieve it is a GE but I am not
sure. If interested please contact Sabrina at 678-462-3188 or e-mail at svl 391 ©students.
armstrong.edu. Thank you.
Roommate Wanted: Female student looking for 2 roommates (F) to shaie a 3-bed
townhouse in the Georgetown area. Needs to be clean, responsible, leliable, and have
a good outlook on life. 12 mo. lease- $400.00/mo. + 1/3 utilites. Please call
Cindy&nbsp; #678-656-7492.
For Sale 2003 Ford Taurus SES, Excellent condition(50,000 miles) A/C, Power Windows/
Seats/Brakes/Steering/Dual Sport Mirrors, Cruise Control & ™Wteel, AM/FM^Radio/CD
Keyless Entry, Sport Alloy Wheels, Tinted Windows,V-6, 8,500 OBO, 659-8950 please
leave message.
For Sale (Maternity clothes)used, large to X-large, winter and summer, dressy to casual.
(Western apparepused for women starting at $ 10.00 and up OBO, brand name shirts, pants,
boots, hats!belts & buckles. (PAGEANT dress) for sale Gorgeous detail, toddler size 3-5,
$89.00 659-8950 leave message.
Used books for half price: WITH STUDY
& 1112, HIST 2000, ASTR 1010, BIOL 1
POLS 1100,GEOL 2010, PSYC 1101, 659-8950 LEAVE MESSAGE.

Students, Editor positions are now available for
The Inkwell and Calliope{2006-2007 school
year). To apply, pick up an application at
Student Activities (MCC building room 201).
The application deadline is April 6.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS! THE INKWELL IS
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR FOR STAFF POSI
TIONS AT THE INKWELL. THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE!
.

TOGRAPHY EDITOR
EWS EDITOR
EDITOR
»PY EDITOR
SSISTANT ADVERTISING EDITOR
APPLICATIONS IN THE INKWELL OFFICE, MCC
LINE FOR APPLICATION IS 4/ 12/06.

THE FITNESS CLUBS
"Your Resolution Solution"

AASU Health Clinic

^Spring Into Fitness!
W<- hav e relocated bark to our original

TAN

site at (.oinjia - 1'oint. We now offer
NEW! Ladies ONLY

birth control pills on site! We also
oiler emergency contraception on site!
Special for this -.prtng: We now offer
the new. very accurate, I rine test for

2 FOR 1 MEMBERSHIP & 30 DAYS FREE

OR
2 WEEK TRIAL &1 FREE TAN...

| $995

Chlamydia and Gonorrhea. Only San!
\o inn untila i.dif swabs'! All visits by
.ippniriimerif- file.isc contact its at
* M > i 720.

5990 Ogeechee Rd.
wiM//

(Hwy 17)

>ffer.
Not valid with any other offer.
pply.
One coupon per person. Certain conditions apply.

The Fitness Club
2164E. VictoyDrive
Victory $; Skidaway

925-2744

447-0909

The Fitness Club D
525 Windsor Rd.
Windsor ik-qa)

9254220

Classes • Free Weigh ts • Free Child Care • Cardio
Tanning • W hirlpool • St eam Room • Sau nas • Personal T rainers - more!
Amenities and fee mnv \«ry by location

HELP

te. advocate, give time.

CREATE A
HUNGER
FREE
AMERICA!
DONATE!!!

DONATE NON-PERISHABLE ITEMS TO HELP END HUNGER FOR THE ELDERLY
February 27,2006- April 1, 2006
Collection Sites: AASU Health Science Dept, Memorial College Center, Memorial Health University Medical Center Cafeteria,
Oakridge Fitness Center at the Landings, DFACS - Brunswick

C

